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Sonar bat for visually impaired people 

Sonar de murciélago para personas con deficiencias visuales 

 

Mauro Pedrero Rodríguez      (Resumen en castellano) 

 

Las personas con discapacidad visual tienen muchas dificultades a la hora de desplazarse ya 

que les es imposible poder detectar los obstáculos que se interpongan en su camino.  

Los murciélagos en vez de usar la vista para detectar estos obstáculos utilizan un método 

basado en ultrasonidos, ya que su sentido del oído está mucho más desarrollado que el de la 

vista. 

El objetivo del proyecto es diseñar y construir un dispositivo basado en el método usado por 

los murciélagos para detectar obstáculos y que pueda ser usado por las personas con 

problemas en la vista para mejorar sus capacidades. 

El método utilizado consiste en enviar ondas de ultrasonidos y analizar el eco producido 

cuando estas ondas chocan con algún obstáculo. Las señales enviadas tendrán forma de pulsos 

y la información necesaria es el tiempo transcurrido entre que enviamos un pulso y recibimos 

el eco producido. La velocidad del sonido es fija dentro de un mismo entorno, por lo que 

midiendo el tiempo que tarda la onda en hacer el viaje de ida y vuelta podemos fácilmente 

conocer la distancia a la que se encuentra el objeto. 

Para construir el dispositivo tendremos que diseñar los circuitos necesarios, fabricar las placas 

de circuito impreso y montar los componentes. También deberemos diseñar el programa que 

funcionara dentro de la parte digital, que será el encargado de realizar los cálculos de la 

distancia y de generar las señales con la información para el usuario. 

Los circuitos diseñados corresponden uno al emisor y otro al receptor. El circuito emisor es el 

encargado de generar las señales que vamos a emitir. Vamos a usar un emisor de ultrasonidos 

que funciona a 40 kHz por lo que los pulsos que enviemos van a tener que estar modulados 

con esta frecuencia. Para ello generamos una onda de 40 kHz mediante un multivibrador 

aestable formado por puertas NAND y un tren de pulsos con un timer. La señal enviada es el 

producto de estas dos señales. 

El circuito de la parte del receptor es un acondicionador de señal que transforma las señales 

recibidas por el receptor de ultrasonidos en pulsos cuadrados. Las señales recibidas tienen una 

portadora de 40 kHz para poder usarlas con el receptor de ultrasonidos, bajo voltaje y formas 

muy diversas. En el acondicionador de señal amplificaremos el voltaje a niveles adecuados 

además de eliminar la componente de 40 kHz y conseguir pulsos cuadrados que podamos usar 

de forma digital. 



Para simplificar el proceso de diseño y fabricación en la parte digital del dispositivo usaremos 

la plataforma Arduino. Las señales correspondientes el envío de los pulsos y a la recepción de 

los ecos entraran por pines de entrada después de haber adaptado los niveles de voltaje. 

En el Arduino, nuestro programa sondeara estas dos señales almacenando el tiempo en el que 

se produce un pulso. Estos valores de tiempo se analizan y se usan para generar una señal 

audible con la información para el usuario. Esta información ira almacenada en la frecuencia 

de la señal, por lo que la señal generada variará su frecuencia en función de la distancia a la 

que se encuentren los objetos. 



Sonar bat for visually impaired people 
 

Mauro Pedrero Rodríguez      (Abstract) 

 

Visually impaired people have many difficulties when traveling because it is impossible for 

them to detect obstacles that stand in their way. 

Bats instead of using the sight to detect these obstacles use a method based on ultrasounds, as 

their sense of hearing is much more developed than that of sight. 

The aim of the project is to design and build a device based on the method used by the bats to 

detect obstacles and transmit this information to people with vision problems to improve their 

skills. 

The method involves sending ultrasonic waves and analyzing the echoes produced when these 

waves collide with an obstacle. The sent signals are pulses and the information needed is the 

time elapsed from we send a pulse to receive the echo produced. The speed of sound is fixed 

within the same environment, so measuring the time it takes the wave to make the return trip, 

we can easily know the distance where the object is located. 

To build the device we have to design the necessary circuits, fabricate printed circuit boards 

and mount the components. We also have to design a program that would work within the 

digital part, which will be responsible for performing distance calculations and generate the 

signals with the information for the user. 

The circuits are the emitter and the receiver. The transmitter circuit is responsible for 

generating the signals that we will use. We use an ultrasonic transmitter which operates at 40 

kHz so the sent pulses have to be modulated with this frequency. For this we generate a 40 

kHz wave with an astable multivibrator formed by NAND gates and a train of pulses with a 

timer. The signal is the product of these two signals. 

The circuit of the receiver is a signal conditioner which transforms the signals received by the 

ultrasonic receiver in square pulses. The received signals have a 40 kHz carrier, low voltage and 

very different shapes. In the signal conditioner we will amplify the voltage to appropriate 

levels, eliminate the component of 40 kHz and make the shape of the pulses square to use 

them digitally. 

To simplify the design and manufacturing process in the digital part of the device we will use 

the Arduino platform. The pulses sent and received echoes enter through input pins with 

suitable voltage levels. 

In the Arduino, our program will poll these two signals storing the time when a pulse occurs. 

These time values are analyzed and used to generate an audible signal with the user 



information. This information is stored in the frequency of the signal, so that the generated 

signal frequency varies depending on the distance at which the objects are. 
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ABSTRACT 

In engineering we apply the scientific knowledge in order to design and build 

devices. These devices are conceived to solve a problem or achieve an objective. 

In this case we want to solve the problem that visually impaired people have, 

building a device capable of replacing the sight. 

This device is designed based on the method used by the bats, consisting of emit 

ultrasonic sounds and analyze the echo produced by the objects in front of it. 
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1  Introduction 

The project we are going to develop consists in design and build a device which 

helps visually impaired people to detect and identify objects. 

The device created uses ultrasonic waves to find out the distance to the objects in 

front of it and then it shows the information through the sound. 

In order to calculate the distance the device emits a wave and analyzes the echo 

produced when the wave collides with an object. The wave is an ultrasonic pulse 

and the distance is calculated measuring the time elapsed between the pulse is 

emitted and the echo received. 

This method is based in the bats, which use ultrasonic sounds instead of sight to 

detect objects in front of them. 

When we have calculated the distance we have to show this information. 

The device is designed for visually impaired people so we are going to use sound 

to communicate this information. The sound generated is a continuous tone with 

a frequency that varies depending on the distance of the object detected. If the 

device detects more than one object it should play as many tones simultaneously 

as objects detected. 

Now we are going to explain the design and the manufacture of the device 

created. 
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2  Background 

Visually impaired people find it very difficult to lead a life like the other people. 

Especially when they have to move from one place to another. Humans use sight 

to find the best path and identify obstacles. These people cannot do this in their 

own. 

We want to help these people with their problem looking for a replacement for the 

sight. To succeed we need to design a method to detect and identify objects an 

implement it. 

We are going to design a method inspired in the bats. The bats use the sounds in 

order to move and fly around without colliding. They can hunt insects and fly in 

narrow caves using this system and that is why we know it is effective. 

We want to do an electronic device imitating the system used by the bats. This 

device will help the people with problems substituting the sight. 

The method used by the bats consists in emit a sound in the ultrasonic spectrum 

and listen the echo produced when the wave collides with an object. Analyzing 

the features of this echo they can know information about the object like the 

distance which is placed, the size or the type of material it is made. 

In order to imitate this system we need ultrasonic transmitters and receivers and 

systems to analyze the echoes produced by the objects. We have also to design an 

effective way to communicate the information obtained to the user, keeping in 

mind that the user may be blind. 

First thing we have to think is the type of sensors we can use and their 

characteristics. 

We can use sensors working with a fixed frequency or sensors which can work 

with different frequencies.  

With the first type we can transmit waves with a fixed frequency and different 

amplitudes, like pulses, and listen the echo received. We can calculate easily the 

distance to the object just measuring the time elapsed from the emission to the 
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reception. Other information can be obtained analyzing the amplitude, duration 

and shape of the echoes received. 

With the second type of sensors we can do a frequency sweep sending the wave 

continuously. We also can know the distance measuring the time, but now we 

have to check the frequency of the echo received and calculate the last time this 

frequency was sent. The rest of the information can be obtained analyzing the 

waves received in amplitude and frequency. 

This method is very difficult to implement because the most of sensors work with 

a fixed frequency and the analysis of the echoes in frequency would be hard. 

Another aspect we have to think is how to show the information. We know that 

the device is intended for visually impaired people so we have to use the hearing 

or the touch. We know the people with problems in one sense have the other 

senses more developed so they can detect smaller changes in the sound or 

pressure than the rest of the people. 

Using the touch would be great because the hearing is more useful in wide open 

spaces with objects moving around and we do not want to interfere with other 

acoustic signals. The problem is with pressure generators we just have one 

variable and this limits the amount of information we can show. 

Using audio signals we can change the amplitude, frequency and the timbre so 

the possibilities are increased. 

As we commented before we are going to calculate the distance to the object 

measuring the time the echo takes to return. This is possible because the speed 

of sound is almost fixed when traveling in the air. The speed of sound in dry air at 

20 ºC is 343.2 meters per second. Calculating the distance we have to remember 

the time elapsed is employed in making the back and forth trip. 

In this project we are going to work with pulses at a fixed frequency and analyze 

the echoes received. The information obtained is going to be showed with sound 

signals. 

After analyze some of these echoes with the oscilloscope I have not been able to 

distinguish the type or the size of the objects. The shape of the echoes has no 
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differences and the amplitude changes with the shape or the position of the 

object. This happens because of the properties of the wave reflections, but this 

information is not useful for us. 

We just have one kind of information to show so we are going to use a continuous 

sound with different frequencies depending in the distance to the object. We can 

distinguish more than one object. 

In the following sections we will see in detail the design and implementation of 

the device developed. 
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3  Design 

The design of the device is divided into various clearly differentiated parts. First 

we have the hardware, where we have to design the ultrasonic transmitter and a 

signal conditioner that adapt the signals generated by the receiver to work with 

them. To facilitate the work we use the Arduino Uno platform, so we will not go 

into detail in the digital part of the hardware, just explain the parts we have to 

add or modify to meet our purposes. Secondly we design the software, the 

program that will work in the Arduino microcontroller. This program is 

responsible for analyzing the signals that come from the sender and the receiver 

and generate the signal that we use to display information to the user through 

the speaker. 

Although these parts are designed separately we should keep in mind the 

complete system with special attention to the points where the different parts 

join, making them compatible to avoid problems when we put it all together. 

The first decision we have to make in the project is to choose the type of signals 

that we are going to use for detect the objects correctly with the ultrasonic 

sensor. This signal consists of a wave with a frequency in the ultrasonic spectrum 

emitted intermittently. That is a pulse train modulated with a carrier with 

frequency in the range of ultrasounds so that they can be transmitted and 

received using ultrasonic sensors.  

So we have to choose the frequency and the width of the pulses that we are going 

to send. 

The pulse frequency does not have a fixed value. Is chosen considering that with 

higher frequency the device will react faster to changes in the objects, but has a 

maximum because the signal needs time to go to the object and back before 

sending another pulse to avoid confusion. The pulse width is neither a fixed 

value. In this case depends on the precision with which we want to distinguish 

different objects. The more narrower the pulse is, the possibility of detecting two 

objects that are at similar distances increases, but the received signal will be 

weaker and may cause problems in some materials that do not reflect well the 

sound or that they are at long distances. As these two features do not have a 
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fixed value they are designed so that they can be modified according to the needs 

for setting an optimal value for the operation. Once we have chosen the signals 

that we are going to use we have to design the circuits that will generate and 

manipulate them. 

3.1  HARDWARE 

We begin the hardware design choosing the ultrasonic transmitter and receiver, 

since the rest of the system will depend on these two components. We use the 

transmitter-receiver pair model MA40S4R/S manufactured by Murata. The 

operating frequency is 40 kHz and the detectable range according to the 

manufacturer is 0.2 – 4 meters. The main specifications are a sound pressure 

level of 120 ± 3 dB for the sender and a sensitivity of -63 ± 3dB for the receiver. 

The operating temperature range is -40ºC/85ºC, the capacitance 2550 ± 20% and 

the allowable input voltage is 20 volts peak to peak with a continuous signal of 40 

kHz. The price is around 6€ each, the sender and the receiver. 

Now that we have the sender and the receiver we have to generate the signal that 

excites them to work properly having in mind the decisions taken earlier. To 

design the circuits of the transmitter we are going to be based on the examples 

proposed by the manufacturer.  

We first design a circuit that generates a wave of 40 kHz, which will be the carrier 

of the signal we need. We use two NAND gates whose inputs are in short-circuit 

and two resistors and a capacitor, which all together function as an astable 

generating a square wave with voltage 12 volts and 50% duty cycle. The 

frequency will depend on the value of one of the resistors so we will use a 

potentiometer to adjust the value that allows us to obtain the 40 kHz. 

The other signal is generated using a timer model LM555 in its astable operation 

mode. In this mode we can modify two resistors and a capacitor to adjust the 

pulse width and the duty cycle of the output. As we said before, these parameters 

do not have a fixed theoretical value so we use two potentiometers in order to 

change the values and adjust them in practice. The output is negated with a NOT 

gate because we are interested in the narrow pulses generated. These pulses have 

a high level of 12 volts and a low level of 0 volts. 
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We will combine these two signals using a NAND gate, operating as a modulator 

because the two signals are square and of the same voltage. The output is high 

when both signals are high and low when one of them or both are low. 

Then, the obtained signal is divided to feed the transmitter differentially and 

achieve greater voltage. On one path, the signal passes through a NAND gate with 

the inputs shorted and two NOT gates in parallel. The signal is negated twice so 

we actually have the same signal as the beginning. Down the other path, the 

signal just passes through the two NOT gates in parallel so we have the signal 

negated. When exciting the transmitter with these two differential-mode signals 

we managed to double the voltage value. When one has value +Vcc the other has 

-Vcc, resulting 2Vcc.  

With this method we managed to obtain the 20 volt peak to peak we need to 

properly run the emitter using a 12 volt power supply. We use the two NOT gates 

in parallel to avoid problems with the current. 

Once we have the transmitter working properly we design the signal conditioner 

which converts the information received by the signal receiver into signals that 

the Arduino can handle. We have two ways to get the information with the 

Arduino: analog inputs and digital inputs. 

In this case we use the digital inputs because the information we need is the time 

that elapses from we send a pulse until the echo is received, no matter the 

magnitude of this echo when is received. That is, we have to transform the signal 

generated by the ultrasonic receiver to pulses compatibles with the Arduino. 

The first stage of our signal conditioner is a non-inverter amplifier. We have a 

signal in the output of the receiver with a very low voltage. Is difficult operate with 

this low voltage so we amplify the signal. 

The amplifier used is built with an operational amplifier but it has some 

peculiarities. Our circuit has unipolar supply, from ground to 12 volts, but the 

signal we want to amplify has values positives and negatives. In order to solve 

this problem we use some resistors connected as a voltage divider so we have a 

DC voltage of Vcc/2. Adding this DC voltage to our signal we have a virtual 

amplifier with bipolar supply from -6 volts to 6 volts and our signal is centered on 
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the new ground. Our real signal has a DC voltage of 6 volts so we have to add a 

capacitor in the feedback net to block the DC gain. Adding this capacitor the DC 

voltage is not amplified, just the AC part of the signal, so in the output our signal 

amplified is still centered on 6 volts, the ground of the virtual amplifier.  

After making these modifications to the amplifier we can use it with our signal 

without any problems. We just have to filter the signal to suppress the DC voltage 

that we added before and we have the same signal amplified. We block the DC 

voltage passing the signal through a capacitor. 

I have designed two possible ways of continuing the signal conditioner. The first 

version has 4 more stages: a comparator that delete the noise produced by the 

vibrations of the emitter, another non-inverter amplifier, a Schmitt-trigger 

comparator to obtain the square pulses and a voltage divider to reduce the pulses 

and make them compatible with the Arduino inputs.  

The emitter and the receiver are mounted on the same board very close, so when 

the emitter is working the vibrations that it makes are interpreted by the receiver 

as sound. 

We eliminate this noise using a signal from the sender part, the pulse train 

generated by the timer. We compare the two signals, the received from the sensor 

and the generated by the timer, so when the pulse is high the output is 0 volts 

and when the pulse train is in low level the output is our signal. Before we can 

use this signal correctly we have to make some changes. First we have to add a 

DC current because the two signals have the low level in 0 volts and this may 

cause problems in the comparison. The second thing we need to do is add a 

capacitor. The noise, as we said before, comes from the vibrations of the emitter, 

and these vibrations are attenuated and continue for a time when the sender has 

stopped its transmission.  If we want to delete the entire noise we have to do the 

pulse a little bit longer making the fall edge slower with the capacitor. Finally we 

have to place a diode to separate the signal used by the transmitter and the one 

which we have modified for not disrupt the functioning of the transmitter. 

Using this comparator we also delete the negative part of our signal which is 

useless because is the information duplicated. 
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Next we amplify the resulting signal with a non-inverter amplifier. In this case the 

amplifier does not need any changes because our signal no longer has negative 

part. 

In the original design between this amplifier and the next stage that is the 

Schmitt-trigger comparator there was an envelope detector. The signal still has 

the 40kHz component that we used as a carrier and we cannot obtain square 

pulses directly. This envelope detector could modify the signal in a deformed 

pulse train corresponding to the received echoes and the Schmitt-trigger would be 

responsible for make them square. 

In practice, due to the operational amplifiers used (LM358) do not work properly 

in the range of frequencies we are working, we do not need the envelope detector 

because the signal at the output of the amplifier has already the shape we are 

looking for. 

The operational amplifier is unable to pass from a high level to a low level as 

quickly as the signal needs. The output increments its value before reaching 0 

volts when is decreasing. This is a behavior which is similar to the envelope 

detector and is enough for the Schmitt-trigger to detect the pulses. 

The next thing we need to do is adjust the Schmitt-trigger settings. We have to 

choose the appropriate thresholds that make the pulses in the signal square 

shaped. The high level has to be sufficiently low to avoid the noise when the 

signal has a pulse and the low level has to be sufficiently high to avoid the ground 

noise. The implementation of the Schmitt-trigger is made adjusting the width 

between the high and low levels and then moving the center of the window to the 

required voltage. This center is chose changing the voltage reference in the 

inverting input. In this case we have a wide margin in the thresholds so we fixed 

the window width and then we are going to adjust the center of the window with a 

potentiometer. 

The output voltages of the Schmitt-trigger are 0 volts for the low level and Vcc for 

the high level, which is 12 volts in this circuit. This voltage is too high for the 

Arduino inputs so we use a voltage divider that reduces this high level to another 

more appropriate. 
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Considering that some parts of the circuit are based in a malfunctioning of the 

components and that is not necessary delete the noise produced by the emitter 

when is working, we decided to design a second version. This version is simpler in 

operation and number of components. 

The stages used in this second version are the aforementioned amplifier, a 

rectifier with a low pass filter to eliminate the negative component and the carrier 

of 40 kHz and a comparator to make square the pulses obtained. 

The rectifier is built with a diode bridge and it inverts the negative part of the 

signal. Then we have a first order low pass filter made with a resistor and a 

capacitor that blocks the high frequencies and makes the pulses received 

smoother.  

In the next stage we have to make the pulses square so we use a comparator. The 

inverting input of the comparator is connected to a voltage divider that generates 

a DC voltage to avoid problems with the ground noise because the signal has the 

low level in 0 volts. 

After that we have a signal with square pulses, but the voltage is not compatible 

with the Arduino inputs so we add a voltage divider to adapt the pulses. 

As we can see this second version is much simpler and all the components work 

properly. It is not necessary to delete the pulse received from the emitter 

vibrations because we can do it with the software. We have to tell the program 

when is emitted the pulse to measure the time elapsed, so when the emission 

pulse is high we discard the received pulse. 

The signal with the transmission pulses comes from the timer and the high level 

is 12 volts, so we have to adapt again this level with a voltage divider to another 

appropriate to the Arduino inputs. 

The last part of the hardware design corresponds to the output signals. We are 

going to use the Arduino outputs to generate a sound with a speaker, but the 

output current is limited and the resistance of the speaker very low. We have to 

add a resistor between each output and the speaker so the output current do not 

exceed the limit. 
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We also added a potentiometer to change the sound volume and adjust it 

according to the needs. 

3.2  SOFTWARE 

The program running in the Arduino will measure the time between the pulses 

emitted and the received echoes, will assign each time calculated a proportional 

frequency and will generate a wave with this frequency that can be heard through 

a speaker. 

To achieve this, we will use two digital inputs to detect the pulses coming from 

the ultrasonic sensor and two digital outputs to generate the different tones 

corresponding to two objects detected. 

The microcontroller in the Arduino is limited in this respect because it has only 

three timers. One is used to measure the time between the input signals, so we 

have two available for the tone generation. Each tone uses one different timer so 

we just can generate two tones simultaneously. 

If we had a microcontroller with more timers available we could generate more 

tones and therefore show the information of more objects. 

We use the function micros() to measure the time between the transmitted 

pulse and the received echoes. This function returns an unsigned long number 

containing the time in microseconds since the program started the running. We 

update a variable with this time when a pulse is detected in the input ports. Then 

we calculate the time elapsed subtracting from the variable corresponding to the 

time of the echo received the variable corresponding to the time of the transmitted 

pulse. 

In order to assign a frequency to the calculated time we use the function 

map(value, fromLow, fromHigh, toLow, toHigh). This function maps a 

number from one range to another. That is, a value of fromLow would get mapped 

to toLow, a value of fromHigh to toHigh and values in-between to values in-

between. We just have to set the range of time values we have and the range of 

frequency values we want and the function assigns a frequency to each time 

value. The lower bounds in the ranges can be larger than the higher bounds to 
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assign lower values from one range to higher values in the other range. We use 

this characteristic to assign higher frequencies to smaller times and lower 

frequencies to larger times. 

We have to add an external library called Tone to generate the signals with the 

assigned frequency. We have a function in the Arduino called tone(pin, 

frequency) that generates a wave of the specified frequency and 50% duty cycle. 

The problem with this function is that only one tone can be generated at a time 

and we need more than one tone if we want to show the information about more 

objects. To solve this problem we use the functions included in this external 

library, which have the same operation and allows us to generate more tones 

simultaneously. 

To use the functions we have to instantiate first an object type Tone with the 

constructor provided. Then we have to assign an output pin to the object with the 

method begin(pin). Now we can generate the tone in the pin selected using the 

method play(frequency) and stop the tone generating with the method 

stop(). 

We just have to create more objects type Tone to play more tones at the same 

time. 

Each object uses one timer so we can instantiate only two objects. The range of 

frequencies that can be produced goes from 1 Hz to 8 MHz, and considering that 

the human hearing range goes from 20 Hz to 20 kHz we have more than sufficient 

with this tone generator. 

The programs running in the Arduino had two main functions. The setup() 

function is called when the execution of the program begins. Is used to initialize 

variables and set the pin modes. The loop() function loops consecutively, 

executing its code again and again. In this function we write the part of the 

program we want to run continuously. 

The program we are going to run polls the input pins continuously in the loop() 

function. When there is a high level in one of these inputs we run the part of the 

code required. 
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When the pulse comes from the receiver signal we update the time variable with 

the time at which the echo is received. We have to keep in mind that we only need 

the two first echoes because we cannot play more than two tones. 

When the pulse comes from the transmitter signal we use the time while the 

pulse is high to calculate the times elapsed between the pulses of the previous 

cycle, assign them a frequency and update the output tones with the new 

frequency. We also update the time variable corresponding to the emitted pulse. 

When the value of the echo time variable is lower than the value of the emitted 

time variable means we have not received any echoes and we have the value of 

the previous cycle or that there is an overflow in the timer. In either of the two 

cases we assign a frequency value of 0 or use the function stop() to stop the 

sound generated. Stop the output when an overflow occurs makes no problem 

because the sound stops just 15ms and it happens once in an hour. 

Before the program continues with the poll of the signal inputs, we have to 

ensure that the pulse which triggered the execution of this piece of code has 

finished. We have to do that to avoid the execution of the code due to the same 

pulse. We can do that using a while loop without code inside, that is running 

until the high level finishes. 

We have also added some lines of code which send messages using the serial 

communication. This lines are only executed when a condition is met and are 

used to debug the program and check the correctly operation. This feature of the 

program can be disabled changing the value of the constant DEBUG from true to 

false. 
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4  Implementation 

Once we have completed the design of the device we have to implement it. First 

we have to check the performance of the components and then, with the system 

working correctly, assess the performance of the whole device. 

First of all, we have to pick out the components we are going to use and mount 

them on a breadboard. We use the breadboard because is very easy to use and 

change the components in order to choose the correct one. It is also very easy 

testing the performance of a circuit mounted on a breadboard. 

When we have the circuit working properly we are going to mount it on a PCB 

which is more consistent and reliable. 

4.1  ELECTION OF COMPONENTS 

The main components of our circuit are the ultrasonic transmitter and receiver. 

We use the models MA40S4R (receiver) and the MA40S4S (sender) because they 

best fit into our needs. As we explained before, they work at a nominal frequency 

of 40 kHz and the emitter needs a 20 volts peak to peak wave to work fine. 

The circuit has a 12 volt supply. We will use the power supply when we are in the 

laboratory but as the device has to be independent and easy to handle we are 

going to use a battery to supply the power. All the components used in the circuit 

must support a 12 volts supply. 

In the part of the circuit 

corresponding to the emitter we 

use a timer model LM555CN. 

We choose this timer because is 

very common and easy to use 

and its performance suits our 

needs. This timer is used in 

mode astable and allows us to 

adjust the width of the pulses 

generated and the frequency of 
Figure 1 Timer schematic 
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the pulses varying two resistors and a capacitor. As we said in the design part, 

the two resistors used are potentiometers so we can change these parameters, 

but we still need to calculate an approximate value. 

The formulas given by the manufacturer to calculate the components are: 

        (     )    

              

                  (      )    

We calculate the components for a    of 1.5 ms and a period of 15 ms. The results 

are: 

                                                                      

We use a potentiometer of 1 MΩ in series with a resistor of 1 MΩ for    and a 

potentiometer of 1 MΩ for   . 

We also use NOT and NAND gates in this part of the circuit. We are going to use 

the integrated circuits CD4011BE which is a quad 2-input NAND gate and 

CD4049UBE which provides six inverting buffers. 

These two chips accept a supply of 12 volts and provide us the gates we need in 

the circuit. 

Two of the NAND gates are used 

generating the 40 kHz wave with 

other passive components forming 

an astable multivibrator. The 

frequency of the generated wave is: 

  
 

        
 

We want to generate a wave of 40 

kHz so the components calculated are: 

                                                            

Figure 2 Multivibrator 
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We use a potentiometer of 50 kΩ in the place of    and we adjust its value to get 

the 40 kHz desired. 

The gates and components remaining are connected as we explained in the 

design. 

 

In the part of the circuit corresponding to the signal conditioner, as we explained 

in the design, we have two versions. In the first version we have two non-inverting 

amplifiers, a comparator and a Schmitt-trigger comparator. We are going to 

explain each of these stages in 

detail. 

The first non-inverting amplifier 

has some peculiarities. First we 

add a DC voltage of 6 volts using a 

voltage divider. The resistors used 

are of 100 kΩ and the capacitor of 

10 µF is placed to maintain this 

voltage stable. 

 

Figure 3 Emitter schematic 

Figure 4 Amplifier 
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The gain is: 

        (  
  
  
) 

when the voltage is AC and 1 when the voltage is DC. The capacitor    blocks the 

DC voltage and it is not amplified. So, using           and         the 

nominal gain for the AC current is 101 
 

 
. 

The capacitors   ,    and    are of 10 nF and the three are used to block the DC 

voltage, in the input, in the output and in the amplification. 

The operational amplifier used is the LM358N. The chip has 2 independent AO 

with the same supply. 

The next stage is the comparator. 

The signal from the receiver is 

connected to the non-inverting 

input and the signal from the 

emitter to the inverting input. The 

operational amplifier used is again 

the LM358N. We use a voltage 

divider built with a resistor of 1 MΩ 

and a potentiometer of 50 kΩ to generate a DC voltage. The capacitor is used to 

make the falling edge slower. The equation for capacitor discharge is: 

 ( )      
  
   

Assuming the resistor with a value of 10 kΩ (is a potentiometer of 50 kΩ) we 

calculate the capacitor needed for a discharge time of 1 ms. The capacitor used is 

of 22 nF.  

We can adjust the value of the DC voltage added and the fall time varying the 

potentiometer.  

Finally, we use a diode model 1N4148 to avoid altering the transmitter signal. 

Figure 5 Comparator 
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The next non-inverter amplifier does 

not have special features. The 

operational amplifier is another 

LM358N and the gain is calculated 

with the equation: 

        (  
  
  
) 

We use the resistors           and 

        for a gain of 101 
 

 
. 

Then we have the Schmitt-trigger comparator. This comparator has a positive 

feedback that generates the hysteresis. The resistors used in this positive 

feedback set the size of the hysteresis and the reference voltage connected to the 

inverter input sets the center of the thresholds. The equations used to calculate 

the values are: 

    ((     )       (      ))    

    ((     )       (      ))    

                      (       )    

Where     and     are the output values. We have to calculate the resistors with 

the hysteresis equation and then adjust the     . We want a         and 

         . The resistors calculated are          and          and the 

        . 

The last stage is the voltage 

divider that adjusts the levels to 

make the pulses compatibles 

with the Arduino inputs. The 

Arduino has the high level in 5 

volts so we use two resistor of 

100 kΩ to reduce the output of 

the Schmitt-trigger to the half. 

Figure 6 Amplifier 

Figure 7 Schmitt-trigger 
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We also have to put another voltage divider with the same characteristics to 

reduce the pulses from the timer before the signal goes into the Arduino. 

In the second version we have an amplifier, a signal rectifier with a low pass filter 

and a comparator. Now we are going to explain these stages in detail. 

The non-inverter amplifier has the 

same behavior as that of the first 

version, but in this case we use 

different resistors so the gain 

changes. Now,    has a value of 47 

kΩ and    is of 680Ω, so the nominal 

gain is   
 

 
. The resistors of the 

voltage divider are of 100 kΩ and the 

capacitors used to block the DC 

voltage are of 10 nF. 

The next stage is the rectifier with the low 

pass filter. The rectifier is built with 4 

diodes model BAT86 forming a bridge. This 

form of rectification is called full-wave and 

makes the negative part of the wave 

positive. The output of the bridge is 

connected to the filter. The purpose of this 

filter is to eliminate the high frequencies and 

make the pulses smoother. 

Here we have the comparator that 

makes the shape of the pulses 

square. We just want a high output 

when the input is greater than 0 volts 

and low output when the input is 0 

volts. In the inverter input we 

connect a low voltage reference to 

ensure the low output when the input is close to the 0 volts. 

Figure 8 Amplifier 

Figure 9 Rectifier 

Figure 10 Comparator 
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As in the first version, the last stages are the voltage dividers responsible for 

make consistent the voltage values with the Arduino. We use resistors of 100 kΩ 

to reduce this voltage to the half. 

The operational amplifiers used in this second version are TL082 that have a 

better performance than the used in the first version. The two amplifiers are in 

the same chip with the same supply but with independent operation. 

We have also the output stage, consisting in 

resistors between the outputs and the 

speaker. The maximum output current of 

the Arduino is 40 mA and voltage is 5 volts, 

so the resistor has to be greater than 125 Ω. 

In addition, we place a variable resistor 

before the speaker to change the volume level and adjust it to our needs. 

The components used are so common that we have in the laboratory units 

available of all of them for its use. 

4.2  BOARDS 

Once we have chosen the components we are going to use to implement the 

design we have to design and manufacture the boards forming the device. The 

technology used is printed circuit board (PCB) single layer due to the simplicity of 

the circuits. The components used have through-hole technology so we have also 

to drill the board to place the chips. 

We used the CAD-Software EAGLE provided by CadSoft to design the boards. The 

version used is the 6.4 light edition, which is free. It has some limitations like the 

maximum board area is 4 x 3.2 inches(100 x 80 mm), we just can create 2 layers 

and the schematic editor can only create one sheet.  These limitations do not 

affect to our design. 

As we have two different designed circuits we have to design two different boards, 

although the real operation is very similar. 

Figure 11 Volume control 
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We have designed the emitter and the receiver in a different board to make them 

independent of the rest of the circuit and do not restrict the position or 

orientation. 

This board has dimensions of 0.8 x 1.3 inches (20.24 x 33.02 mm) and it just has 

the emitter, the receiver and a capacitor. We can attach this board to the other 

with the rest of the circuit using board to board connectors. 

The circuit of the first design is all together in a single board. This board has 

dimensions of 2.7 x 3.1 inches (68.58 x 78.74 mm) and in addition we have 

placed coupling capacitors and test pins to check the performance. 

Also we have added connectors compatible with the Arduino board so we can 

plug the two boards directly and get a device easy to handle. We placed too the 

battery holders to make the device work autonomously. 

Despite all these features the device is not very comfortable to use. 

In the second version we decided to build the device with two boards besides the 

one with the emitter and the receiver. This allows us to have a more compact 

device and handle it better.  

We have removed the coupling capacitors from the supply pins of the chips, 

which does not affect the performance of the device. We also have removed the 

test pins to make the design more simple. We do not need the pins because we 

are not going to do a hard testing in this board. 

In this board design we added the volume control and sockets to plug the 

speaker. 

The device in this second design is more comfortable to use. 

The placement of the components and the routing has been done manually in 

order to place the components, specially the Arduino connectors, in proper 

places. 

We left a track free in the two designs due to the difficulties to add it in the board 

design, so we have to solder a wire to replace this contact. 
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The manufacture of the boards was made by the NUIM staff and I solder the 

components in the laboratory. 
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5  Measures and testing 

Now we want to check the performance of the circuits built so we analyze the 

signals in the inputs and outputs of each stage of the circuit with the 

oscilloscope. 

Next we will see the graphs obtained 

and comment the deviation with 

respect to the theoretically expected. 

In the first place we have the signal 

generated by the timer. This signal is a 

train pulse but as we can see the duty 

cycle is very high, this means that the 

most of the time the signal is in the 

high level. We want a train pulse with 

the opposite characteristics, narrow 

pulses from time to time. We use a NOT 

gate to invert the signal and now we 

have the desired characteristics in the 

pulse train. The signal has 12 volts of 

amplitude, pulses with a width of 1 ms 

and a period of 24 ms. The width and 

the period of the pulses can be 

adjusted with the potentiometers. 

Next we have the wave of 40 kHz 

generated by the multivibrator. As we 

can see is a square wave with 50% of 

duty cycle and 12 volts of amplitude. 

The frequency of this wave can be 

changed too with another 

potentiometer. 

Image 1 Timer output 

Image 2 Inverted timer output 

Image 3 40 kHz wave 
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The signals we have below are the result of mixing the previous waves. We have a 

pulse train modulated with a carrier of 40 kHz. This has to be in this way 

because the emitter needs this frequency to work properly. The graphs 

correspond to the input and output of a NAND gate with its inputs in short 

circuit. As we can see, when one has high value the other has low and vice versa. 

The last image of the emitter circuit is 

the signal in differential mode that the 

sender transmits. This signal is the 

potential difference between the two 

previous signals. As we can see this 

difference is larger than 20 volts. 

The performance of the emitter circuit 

fits the expectations. 

The following graphs correspond to the 

evolution of the signal generated by the 

receiver in the signal conditioner. 

This is the signal generated by the 

receiver. We can distinguish two 

pulses. The bigger one corresponds to 

Image 4 NAND input Image 5 NAND output 

Image 6 Differential signal 

Image 7 Receiver output 
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the emitted signal generated by the vibrations and the smaller one is the echo 

produced in the reflection of the wave in an object. 

This wave has a low voltage, the echo has amplitude of 20 mV, and the wave in 

the pulses has 40 kHz of frequency. We 

want squared pulses to use them with 

the Arduino, and this is why we use the 

signal conditioner. 

The following graphs are from the first 

version of the circuit. 

This graph corresponds to the amplifier 

output. This amplifier has a nominal 

gain of 100 V/V but as we can see the 

signal has raised from 20 mV to less 

than 500 mV. We do not reach as much 

gain as we expected. 

The next graphs show the comparator 

inputs and output. We can see the pulse 

from the emitter with the falling edge 

elongated to avoid problems with the 

received pulse. 

The output in the comparator should 

vary between 0 and 12 volts but the 

quick changes do not allow the output 

to reach the high level. 

We also can see that the negative side is 

eliminated in the comparison. 

The following graph is the signal in the 

output of the next amplifier. We can see 

again that the output in the operational 

Image 8 Amplifier output 

Image 9 Comparator inputs 

Image 10 Comparator output 
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amplifiers is not correct because of the high frequency. 

The nominal gain in this amplifier is 

100 V/V but the signal increments 

from 1.5 volts to almost 7 volts. 

Besides the wave do not return to the 

ground level after the raise. As we 

explained in the design part, this 

performance is not the proper 

behavior but we take advantage of it 

because is similar to an envelope 

detector. 

The next signal showed is the squared 

pulses generated by the Schmitt-trigger. 

These pulses have amplitude of 12 volts 

so we have to reduce them with a 

voltage divider in order to use them with 

the Arduino. 

As we have seen, the performance of the 

operational amplifiers is not correct, but 

still we achieved our goal. 

Below we will see the evolution of the 

signal as it passes through the stages of 

the second version of the conditioner. 

The first graph corresponds again to the 

signal generated by the receiver. 

As we explained before, the 

amplificatory has some special 

characteristics so we can amplify a 

bipolar signal with a unipolar supply. 

The following images show the 

intermediate values of this amplifier. 

Image 11 Amplifier output 

Image 12 Schmitt-trigger output 

Image 13 Receiver output 
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First we have the signal in the input 

after adding the DC value. This voltage 

is much bigger than the received 

signal. 

Next we have the signals in the output, 

with the oscilloscope in mode DC and 

AC. In mode AC the wave showed has 

not DC voltage. With these graphs we 

can see that just the AC voltage is 

increased. 

This amplificatory has a gain of 70 V/V and as we can see the signal has 

increased from 20 mV to 1 V. This result is not perfect but acceptable. 

 

We remove the DC voltage with a 

capacitor. 

The next graph corresponds to the 

wave after pass through the rectifier 

and the filter. We see the pulses with a 

weird shape but now they have not 

negative values and the frequency 

component of 40 kHz has 

disappeared. 

Image 14 Amplifier input 

Image 15 Amplifier output AC Image 16 Amplifier output DC 

Image 17 Rectifier output 
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The following image shows us the 

comparator inputs. The operational 

amplifier adds a voltage to our signal, 

but increasing the voltage in the 

inverting input we can fix this setback. 

In the output we have the square pulses 

corresponding to the emitted pulse and 

the received echoes, with 12 volts of 

amplitude. We reduce them by the half 

with a voltage divider to adjust the high 

level close to 5 volts. 

We also achieve the goals in this 

second version and we have the pulses 

available for the Arduino. In this case 

we do not remove the emitted pulse in 

the received signal so we have to 

remember this in the software. We 

have to keep in mind too that the pulse 

in the received wave finish later to 

avoid problems detecting inexistent 

pulses. 

 

Image 18 Comparator inputs 

Image 19 Comparator output Image 20 Arduino input 

Image 21 Pulse sent 
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The last graphs showed correspond to the tones generated in the Arduino outputs 

and the signal formed by the mix of them. This signal is an example of the wave 

we are going to hear, with two tones simultaneously. 

  

Image 22 Output waves Image 23 Speaker input 
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6  Conclusions 

The created device fails to supplant the sense of sight as we wanted, but it still 

can be used by the visually impaired people as a help. 

Due to the low quality of the components we have not gotten more information 

than the distance, but this information is very useful. 

The manufactured device works correctly giving the information of the distance 

and it can be used in other applications too. 

The work done can serve as a basis and try to improve the system or maybe it 

can be used to discard the ultrasonic sensor for this kind of devices and try other 

methods. 

Anyways, we have much to learn from the bats. 
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7  Appendices 

7.1  Schematics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Sender + receiver 
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Schematic v1 
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Emitter Schematic v2 
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Receiver Schematic v2 
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7.2  Boards 

 

  

Sender + receiver 
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Board v1 
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Emitter board v2 
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Signal conditioner board v2 
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7.3  Arduino Sketch 

 

/* Arduino sketck for the FYP 

Mauro Pedrero 2012/2013 

*/ 

// Library used to generate the output tones 

#include <Tone.h> 

 

// Constants 

const int MAXECHOS = 2;          // Number of echoes the program can handle 

const boolean DEBUG = true;      // Activate debug mode 

 

// Assignation of the pines 

const int pSend = 2; 

const int pEcho = 7; 

const int spk0 = 11; 

const int spk1 = 12; 

 

// Global variables 

unsigned long tSend = 0; 

unsigned long tEcho[MAXECHOS] = {0, 0}; 

unsigned long tEchoAux = 0; 

unsigned int freq[MAXECHOS] = {0, 0}; 

unsigned long time[MAXECHOS] = {0, 0}; 

int i = 0; 

int echos = 0; 

Tone Player[MAXECHOS]; 

 

// Setup function 

void setup(void) 

{ 

  //Setting of the pins 

  pinMode(pSend, INPUT); 

  pinMode(pEcho, INPUT); 

  pinMode(spk0, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(spk1, OUTPUT); 

  Player[0].begin(spk0); 

  Player[1].begin(spk1); 

  if(DEBUG == true) 

  { 

    digitalWrite(13, LOW); 

    Serial.begin(9600); 

    Serial.println("Start"); 

  } 

} 

 

// Loop function 

void loop() 

{ 

  if(DEBUG == true) 

  { 

    Serial.println("Loop start"); 

  } 

  // Pulse in pSend input 

  if(digitalRead(pSend) == HIGH) 

  { 

    if(DEBUG == true) 

    { 

      Serial.println("S"); 

    } 

    for(i = 0; i < MAXECHOS; i++) 

    { 
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      if(tSend > tEcho[i]) 

      { 

        time[i] = 0; 

        freq[i] = 0; 

        tEcho[i] = 0; 

        //Player[i].stop(); 

      } 

      else 

      { 

        time[i] = (tEcho[i] - tSend); 

        freq[i] = map(time[i], 585, 14620, 880, 196); 

        //Player[i].play(freq[i]); 

      } 

      Player[i].play(freq[i]); 

      if(DEBUG == true) 

      { 

        Serial.print("T "); 

        Serial.println(time[i]); 

        Serial.print("F "); 

        Serial.println(freq[i]); 

      } 

    } 

    echos = 0; 

    tSend = micros(); // Time update 

    if(DEBUG == true) 

    { 

      if(digitalRead(pSend) == LOW) 

      { 

        digitalWrite(13, HIGH); // Check all the operations are inside the pulse 

      } 

    } 

    while(digitalRead(pSend) == HIGH); // Wait until the pulse is over 

  } 

  // Pulse in pEcho input 

  if(digitalRead(pEcho) == HIGH) 

  { 

    if(DEBUG == true) 

    { 

      Serial.println("E"); 

    } 

    if(echos < MAXECHOS) // We have the echoes limited 

    { 

      tEchoAux = micros(); 

      if((tEchoAux-tSend)>850) // The echo pulse finish after the emitted pulse 

      { 

        tEcho[echos] = micros(); 

        echos++; 

        if(DEBUG == true) 

        { 

          Serial.println(tEcho[echos]); 

        } 

      } 

    } 

    while(digitalRead(pEcho) == HIGH); // Wait until the pulse is over 

  } 

} 

 

 


